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Abstract—Competent transportation infrastructure is one of the prominent factors influencing sustainable economic growth and appreciable living standard in a country. Urban cities habitually equipped with multi-modal traffic flows which encompass various modes of transportation mechanisms such as walking, skating, cycling, motorcycles, three wheelers, private passenger cars, public transport modes like buses or trains, etc. Efficient urban traffic planning has become an exigent task involving complex behavioural analysis of multi-modal traffic scenarios. One possible way of enhancing the travel experience of commuters is by revolutionizing the vehicular communication strategies to devise intelligent routing approaches. Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) are a special type of mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) which can be used to define intelligent conciliator interfaces for vehicle to vehicle (V2V) or vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communication needs. In this paper, we propose an approach for equilibrating multi-modal traffic environments after road block situations occur through VANET scenario simulations. For this research, we have used OMNeT++ network simulator to simulate the mobile network involved and SUMO microscopic traffic simulator to simulate vehicular movements in parallel and Veins framework as a bridging interface between OMNeT++ and SUMO. We have validated our solution with two heterogeneous metropolitan areas located in the cities of Kandy and Colombo in Sri Lanka. Our solution achieved lower values for waiting time and trip duration of vehicles and qualitatively improving the traffic flow when comparing against the absence of equilibrating module.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Along with the growth of human settlements across the world, metropolitan areas and traffic congestion have developed concomitantly. The same causes that draw people to congregate in large urban cities also lead to sometimes unendurable levels of traffic congestion on urban streets and surrounding areas. New endeavours of research solutions and effective traffic plans should be explored and implemented to ease congestion and improve traffic flow over the regions. Traditional transportation planning methodologies were formulated during an era where urban traffic environments were growing rapidly from preliminary stages so transport planning focused primarily on infrastructure expansion.

However, economic constraints and territorial limitations have proved to be too formidable for continuing the roadway expansions. Present day urban areas are experiencing an incredible expansion in terms of both population and financial power of their inhabitants. This financial liberty allows more and more citizens to have their own private vehicles and to take the comfort and luxury of mobility and communication for granted. Current traditional transportation planning strategies attempt to regularize vehicular speeds, decrease traffic congestion and minimize accident rates using well structured limited set of engineering, architectural, legislative and financing tools. Conventional transportation analysis tools tend to focus on a limited set of impacts, hence the effects caused by the current multi-modal traffic environments tend to be unnoticed by the traditional transportation framework, since they are relatively too much convoluted to quantify or analyse with the current traffic management strategies involved.

Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) [1] are playing a crucial role on providing excellent solutions for complex traffic problems since last decade. Advances in ubiquitous computing [2] and wireless technologies [3] have offered new trends in intelligent transportation systems, which aim at providing break through solutions enhancing travel experience and improving safety. In recent years, transportation planning has expanded to include more emphasis on non-vehicular requirements and more concern in factors such as safety of pedestrians, health impacts and environmental effects. Researchers are more expected to adopt multi-disciplinary solution approaches, especially due to the rising environmental and socialistic concerns. Thus, current research tends in the field of transportation planning were stirred more towards multi-modal and comprehensive traffic analysis taking into account of wider range of options and impacts.

Multi-modal transportation planning is complex because transport modes differ in various aspects including their availability, speed, popularity, costs, constraints and usability. Traffic analysis becomes even more complex because each mode includes various subcategories with distinctive characteristics. If we take “pedestrian” transport mode as an example, this include people walking alone and in groups, people standing, joggers, people walking with pets, blind people who are using special canes, people who are carrying goods, people who are running, etc. Their actual requirements, skills, impacts and interactions with the traffic environment can vary radically. Multi-modal transport planning requires strategies for evaluating the effect of each mode on the traffic environment and this diversity among the modes make the combined traffic planning a significantly complex problem.

As an emerging new form of wireless networks, vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) [4] have become the trend setter...
in intelligent transportation systems. VANETs support a large spectrum of decentralized vehicular applications ranging from traffic light optimization solutions to dynamic vehicle rerouting applications. VANET solutions are a type of solutions built from the concept of establishing an interconnected spontaneous network of vehicles to fulfil a traffic requirement or handle a scenario. Typically, solutions which uses VANETs design blueprint target to build a distributed inter vehicular communication (IVC) [5] network which is autonomous, cost efficient and based on flexible architectural design principles. Simulators play a significant role in evaluating newly developed applications which use VANETs, since directly carrying out tests for solutions in real traffic environments is not feasible usually as it require extensive infrastructure changes and substantial support staff engagement. Both vehicular traffic simulations and network layer simulations should be jointly performed in order to evaluate the effectiveness of inter vehicular communications (IVC) on vehicle routing strategies, congestion resolution, safety measures, travel experience, etc and to optimize the solutions. Vehicular traffic simulators generate required realistic vehicular mobility demand to be used in network simulators as an input. Network simulators map these vehicles as nodes in a wireless network like structure and simulate data dissemination topologies between nodes by emulating data transfer. Since traffic simulators and network simulators differ significantly in structure, usually there is a concrete requirement for a mediation framework operating between them.

In this paper, we propose an intelligent solution approach to equilibrate multi-modal traffic environments when road blocks or accidents occur. For our study we have selected SUMO [6] as the traffic simulator, OMNeT++ [7] as the network simulator and Veins toolkit [8] as the mediation framework between SUMO and OMNeT++. Fig 1 describes few popular traffic simulators, network simulators and mediation frameworks and the toolset we have used for our study, where as fig 2 illustrates more detailed overview of the selected toolset for our experiment.

Section IV describes the conditions and constraints of the experiments. Section V presents the analysis and discussion of output results obtained.

In section VI, we discuss the related research works from the literature with brief comparison with our study. Conclusions and future work are given in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND STUDY

In this section, we have focused on explaining the basic concepts and brief overview of multi-modal mobility patterns, VANETs and the components of the tool set we have used for our research study. We feel presenting this information is worthwhile, before moving into the experiment details and results analysis.

A. Multi-modal Vehicular Traffic

Multi-modal traffic modes can be broadly classified into private transportation modes and public transit avenues. Private transport is a transportation mode which is not available to be used by the general public in a shared manner. Private transport is the leading form of transportation around the world due to the fact that it is more convenient for the traveller. Private transport mode can be further categorized into motorized and non-motorized forms. Motorized option includes motor cycles, three wheelers, passenger cars, private boats, private jets, delivery vehicles, etc and non-motorized option includes pedestrian movements, skaters, bicycles, garden carts, hot air balloons, etc. These sub categories can be further divided into sub divisions. If we take “passenger automobiles” sub division as an example, this can include sedans, saloons, hatchbacks, station wagons, limousines, mini vans, vans, single cabs, double cabs, jeeps, SUVs, etc. These vehicles extensively vary from each other in their length, shape, acceleration ability, braking capability, speed, turning capacity, etc. This significant diversity among vehicles poses a challenge in multi-modal transport planning when enforcing speed limit restrictions, defining parking slots, provisioning traffic light cycle arrangements, pedestrian crossings placement, defining emission control strategies, enforcing safety and security rules and infrastructure expansion proposals. Hence determining the cumulative effect of divergent vehicles on a traffic environment is not a trivial task.

Public transport is a shared transportation mode which is available for use by the general public. Public transportation varies significantly from private transportation from financing, convenience and availability perspectives. Public transportation is mostly funded by governments, while private transportation is established and financed through private business ventures and individuals. Public transport is generally regarded as significantly more energy efficient and greener, cheaper, in some selective occurrences convenient and quicker and causing less parking issues than other private transportation options. Public transport mode includes shared taxis, vans, buses, trains, coaches, ferries, ships, airlines, etc. These avenues differ drastically among themselves and
modes like trains, ships and airlines require dedicated infrastructure arrangements and specialized support staff networks. Most of the public transportation modes are administrated by the policy makers are usually organized to serve the general public better and passenger fares are heavily subsidized. Hence its services may have been constrained by the amount of revenue it receives. Due to these limitations, public transportation may operate only during certain hours and days in selected regions and there may be some areas in which public transportation facilities are not available at all. For commuters, selecting between private and public transportation modes often involves considering availability, handiness, affordability, return trip plans and the safety of each option. In many cases, commuters may find that utilizing a combination of public transit and private transport options is a better preference and makes the most sense. Thus, modelling the optimum inter-dependency travel options between private and public transportation modes is one of the vital challenges of efficient multi-modal traffic analysis process.

B. VANET

Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) are a distinct type of mobile ad-hoc networks which are mainly used in building intelligent transportation systems (ITS). VANETs primarily focus on defining communication topologies for vehicle to vehicle (V2V) [9] data transfer and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) [10] communication technologies. Implementing high speed short range communication channel interfaces with minimal connection failure is one of the crucial challenges faced when designing an effective VANET scenario. Since last decade, several research investments have done from both individual researchers and automobile industry on finding new enhanced communication protocols and interfaces suitable for vehicular networks.

The increased number of casualties and injuries caused by vehicle accidents each year, places a definite and urgent requirement for effective road safety applications and devices to be build. Thus building road safety scenarios have become one of the crucial applications of VANETs among its other use cases ranging from enhancing travel experiences to providing better infotainment applications. In VANET, when a non-safe situation is detected, the warning messages are usually propagated to the vehicles in the neighbourhood. The neighbourhood of a vehicle is defined by the VANET design and the traffic entities belong to a neighborhood is determined by various parameters, such as proximity, vicinity, velocity, impacts on other entities, etc. Beaconing [11] is widely used in VANET scenarios to discover and sustain the neighbourhood relationships. Even though VANET solutions primarily focus more on improvised wireless networks, usage of standard cellular networks and conventional road side units (RSUs) [12] can play a crucial supporting role when designing and operating VANET solutions in real urban traffic environments. Fig 3 depicts various communication interfaces which can be possibly used in a VANET scenario.

Recent innovations in wireless technologies, such as enhancements in dedicated short range communication (DSRC) [14] and improvements in long term evolution (LTE) [15] paved new ways of communication channels for inter vehicular communications (IVC). Since VANETs are based on flexible architectural design principles, solutions can use any combinations of wireless technologies, such as ZigBee, DSR, Infrared, Bluetooth, WiFi, etc and standard cellular technologies like GSM, UMTS, LTE, WiMAX, etc. Also VANET solutions have the freedom to choose any blend of data propagation techniques, such as unicasting, multicasting or broadcasting for transmitting messages between the traffic entities.

C. OMNeT++

Evaluating the efficiency and reliability of new protocols for wireless networks or validating the newly proposed networking solutions is vital before implementing them in the real world. Network simulation is widely used for these evaluation purposes, since this methodology is cost efficient and eliminates the complexity involved in actual deployments. OMNeT++ gained widespread popularity as a discrete object oriented simulation library and framework, largely used for building complex network simulations. Although OMNeT++ itself not a simulator comprising concrete implementation, it is comprehensively equipped with well structured interfaces and tools which can be used for writing viable simulations. In this paper we have used OMNeT++ to build the network simulation portion of our experiment.

D. SUMO

Vehicular mobility simulations play a significant role in evaluating and validating traffic solutions before deploying them in real urban traffic environments. Simulation of Urban MOBility (SUMO) is a well-known open source traffic simulator that can be used as a highly portable and microscopic road traffic simulation tool which is skilful in handling large traffic scenarios. SUMO can hold the information about the study region in a “network” file using nodes, edges, and connections between them. This network file can be generated by importing a map from popular digital mapping software like OpenStreetMap [16] or traffic management software like MATSim [17] and converted to a valid SUMO network. The “routes” file in SUMO is the traffic demand definition file which contains the information of all the streets and lanes each individual vehicle will pass through as route definitions. SUMO provides the feature of extensibility by providing means of adding “additional” files. These additional files can be used to define traffic light cycles, define bus stops or to generate various output files containing different statistical information. SUMO has an extended API interface called “Traffic Control Interface (TraCI) [18]” to
manipulate vehicular mobility parameters during the runtime. In this experiment TraCI is used as an API interface to connect SUMO with other components.

E. Veins Framework

In order to build a proper VANET solution, the network simulation component and the traffic simulation component should be loosely coupled with an interface which can act as a mediator between two simulators to pass control messages. As depicted in Fig 1 several combinations of frameworks and simulators can be used to build a viable VANET solution. In this study, we have chosen Veins framework as a bridging interface to couple SUMO and OMNeT++. Veins framework is an open source simulator interface for running vehicular network simulations, which supports dynamic rerouting of vehicles in response to the network simulator’s feedbacks, adheres with IEEE 802.11p and IEEE 1609.4 DSRC/WAVE network layers standards, comprising features for modelling standard cellular networking protocols, and supports the operations for multi-channel data transfer, quality of service (QoS) channel access, noise and interference effects. For our experiments, we are running SUMO and OMNeT++ in parallel connected via Veins framework using TCP sockets.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section we present the experimental setup we followed to formulate our VANET study scenario and how the output results were generated from the experiments. First, we describe how the study scenario was prepared in the simulation environment specifically for this research. Later we explain the implementation details and input parameters for our experiment and in the subsequent sections we suggest the conclusions which can be derived based on the analysis of the output results.

A. Research Scenario

We have taken portions from Colombo and Kandy cities in Sri Lanka as study regions for our experiment. These are among bespoke metropolitan areas comprising heavy traffic flows usually during the peak hours. We have used OpenStreetMap, a well-known open source digital mapping software and extracted the geographical information of both cities including places of point of interest (POI), roads, lanes, intersections, highways, roundabouts, bridges, railway lines, water channels, traffic lights, etc and converted to SUMO network. We have selected two scenarios for our experiment, since they compose quite different urban areas with structural dissimilarities and heterogeneous traffic organization. We have formulated the solution model for this research study based on simulation approach of diverse types of transportation forms. We have introduced different types of vehicles to make the experiment comprise multi-modal and heterogeneous mobility patterns. The initial traffic demand was generated using synthetic traffic demand generation process by assigning random source and destination points for vehicles and the traffic lights cycle logic and phase durations were provisioned using SUMO’s static traffic light cycle generator module. In this way, the preliminary setups for research scenarios in SUMO were prepared. Then using the Veins framework, traffic nodes (vehicles) simulated in SUMO traffic simulator are mapped with network elements depicted in OMNeT++ network simulator. Periodic accident situations were generated via Veins framework and the broadcasting of notification messages to the neighbourhood vehicles are jointly carried out by Veins framework and OMNeT++ simulator, while both SUMO and OMNeT++ simulators are running in parallel coupled by the Veins framework. In this paper, we have validated the efficiency of a rerouting approach using both our study regions from Colombo and Kandy by comparing few specific result parameters with and without the rerouting approach enabled. In the subsequent section, we will describe the implementation detail in depth. Table 1 depicts the number of simulated vehicles moving around during the simulation of both scenarios and other input parameters. And Table 2 depicts different vehicle types within the traffic demand with their main characteristics which were moving around during the simulation. In Fig. 4, the selected areas of our study regions are shown with their capture views in Google Earth, OpenStreetMap and SUMO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Research Area</th>
<th>Number of Vehicles</th>
<th>Simulation Time (Steps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With rerouting enabled</td>
<td>Colombo Region</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kandy Region</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without rerouting enabled</td>
<td>Colombo Region</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kandy Region</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Implementation Details

In this study, we have some conditions and assumptions presumed for the experiments. We assume that all vehicles are capable of communicating with each other through wireless networking protocols and having global positioning system (GPS) device installed. This GPS device is assumed to have the information of each vehicles location, the information about the lane in which the vehicle is travelling, such as length of the lane, maximum speed limit allowed in that lane, etc and the knowledge of the overall map of the area the vehicle is intending to pass-through. We have also assumed that each vehicle’s route has been determined -determined during the simulations and the rerouting decision making component is deployed in each vehicle.

We have formulated the solution model for this research study In order to analyze the combined effect of public transport and private transport, based on simulation approach
of diverse types of transportation forms. We have introduced different types of vehicles to make the experiment heterogeneous. In order to analyze the combined effect of public transport and private transport, we have defined bus halts with explicitly set stopping durations and modeled bus traffic demands. In our simulations, vehicular traffic flow was managed by SUMO, while scheduling, executing and resolving accidents is jointly handled by Veins framework and OMNeT++ simulator. For evaluation purposes, using Veins framework, we are periodically scheduling accidents with the rate of one accident per 30 seconds randomly over the region and assess the efficiency of the rerouting approach by enabling and disabling the rerouting component. When an accident is simulated the vehicle which was involved broadcasts the accident message along with its location details to the vehicles in the neighbourhood. The neighbouring vehicles which receive the accident messages have to act based on their location, accident location and their intended travel path. Based on these criteria, some vehicles can safely ignore the messages since their intended travel path may not be affected by the occurred accident. Some vehicles might be in a position not able to apply the rerouting logic due to their location and the accident location. These vehicles need to slow down or stop until the accident vehicle gets removed in the simulation. Other category of neighbourhood vehicles is the one which can change their routes according to the rerouting approach logic to avoid the traffic congestion created by the accident. While fig. 5 shows a parade of heterogeneous vehicles for a demonstration purpose, fig. 6 depicts different types of vehicles moving around two adjacent roundabouts near Ward Place during the Colombo scenario. Fig. 7 depicts a bus halt where buses stop to pick up passengers during the simulation. Fig 8 depicts how a node turns into red when it is getting stopped in the simulation due to an accident and how the accident related messages are propagated between the nodes. And fig 9 illustrates how neighbourhood nodes were determined for a particular node in the network and how message dissemination takes place between neighbouring nodes during our Colombo scenario.

In reality the vehicles involved in an accident have to be removed from the accident location by either driving the
vehicle by itself or towing by another vehicle. So in our experiments, we are simulating the removal and communicating this as special release messages to other vehicles by broadcasting. When the vehicles receive this release message they act based on their location, accident location and their planned travel path. For the vehicles where the accident is not in their route or trajectory, they can safely ignore these messages. There can be some other vehicles which can be directly affected by the accident and they can be completely stuck in the traffic. With this release message these may start to move or increase their speeds. And there is another group of vehicles which is not located on the path where accident occurred directly, but their intended path contains the lane in which the accident has taken place. When they receive the release messages, these vehicles can re-validate their best possible paths to their destinations based on the updated information and do rerouting if necessary.

IV. SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS

In this section, we explain the constraints and conditions we pursued during our experiments. The following are the important conditions and constraints which were entangled during our simulations.

- The vehicular traffic demand simulated during the experiments was synthetic data generated using random source and destination points. Table 1 and table 2 demonstrate the input parameters used during experiments for each simulated scenarios.
- Pedestrian movements, railway traffic operations, vehicle parking measures and shipping canal travel procedures were not considered during our scenarios.
- Predefined traffic light cycles and fixed phase durations were used during the simulations which were generated with static traffic light cycle generating features shipped with SUMO.
- During the experiments, accidents were simulated with the rate of one accident per 30 seconds randomly over the region to evaluate our proposed rerouting strategy. The possible scenarios of increasing and decreasing the accident rate were not considered during the simulations.
- During the simulations, the vehicles which were involved in an accident were removed after a predefined duration. But the scenarios of keeping the accident vehicles in the network permanently or removing with varying intervals were not simulated during the trials.

While fig 10 illustrates speed limit restrictions enforced during the simulations, fig 11 demonstrates traffic light locations. The location of the traffic lights and the speed restrictions enforced are predefined for the study scenarios. In Kandy scenario, the selected study area does not contain any traffic lights.

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In this section, we present the summarized results we obtained from our experiments and the conclusions we can propose based on the results. Also, we explain the analyses process we followed to filter useful information from the generated output during the simulations. For analysis purpose, we have selected the trip duration and waiting time of vehicles for the completed journeys during the experiment window of 3000 simulation steps as comparison metrics. The following are the brief description of these comparison attributes.

- Trip duration - The time the vehicle took to reach its destination traversing all the lanes and intersections in its intended path (Measured in simulation step units)
- Waiting Time - The number of micro step units in which the vehicle’s velocity was below 0.1m/s. (In our simulation, the number of total micro step units are 30000, which is derived by dividing each simulation step unit by 10.)

Fig 12 illustrates the summarized trip duration we have obtained when both the rerouting approach was enabled and disabled during Colombo and Kandy study scenarios. And, fig 13 depicts the summarized waiting time we have got during both regional scenarios when rerouting was enabled and disabled.
Fig. 12  
A - Depicts the vehicles trip duration when rerouting approach enabled during Colombo and Kandy scenarios respectively.  
B - Depicts the vehicles trip duration when rerouting approach disabled during Colombo and Kandy scenarios respectively.

Fig. 13  
A - Depicts the vehicles waiting time duration when rerouting approach enabled during Colombo and Kandy scenarios respectively.  
B - Depicts the vehicles waiting time duration when rerouting approach disabled during Colombo and Kandy scenarios respectively.

Fig 14 and fig 15 visually demonstrates the general vehicle flow in selected intersections from both regional scenarios during the simulations. The screen shots were taken during the identical simulation step when rerouting was enabled and disabled under the two study regions. Other than enabling and disabling the rerouting option all the other conditions and parameters have been kept identical across the simulations to ensure consistency.

Fig 14 - A, B depicts the vehicle traffic flow near Baudhaloka Mawatha, when rerouting approach enabled and disabled respectively during the Colombo scenario simulation.

Fig 15 - A, B depicts the vehicle traffic flow near Ehelapola Kumarhami Mawatha, when rerouting approach enabled and disabled respectively during the Kandy scenario simulation.

When we analyse the graphs depicted in fig12 and fig13, it is evident that quantitatively the trip duration and waiting time were significantly reduced when rerouting approach was used during both regional experiments. Also the graphs
display uneven outcomes with frequent spikes when rerouting was disabled, but more normalized patterns when the rerouting approach was used. Further, when analysing the screenshots illustrated in fig 14 and fig 15, we can observe that the vehicle flow tends to be more even when the rerouting approach was used during the similar simulation steps. Hence, we can also propose that a qualitative improvement exists when using the rerouting approach during the experiments.

VI. RELATED WORK

Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) research area is one of the extensively studied fields of research around the world. In this section, we start our focus with the discussion of related research works on a number of popular represented VANET based approaches used for vehicular re-routing discussing about their strengths and weaknesses and later discuss about few notable general traffic solutions comparing with our solution. The work of Zardosht et al [19] is some extent relative to the problem described in our paper, but their focus and outcome differs significantly. The authors have proposed a cooperative collision warning component using VANET which includes a re-routing module to enable re-routing for vehicles when an accident occurs. Their work was impressive and had been a motivation factor for our study. The weakness we found on this work is the too limited evaluation criteria. They have evaluated their solution with 100 vehicles travelling in and only one accident occurred during their simulation. Biswas et al [20] proposed a model for a collision avoidance system using dedicated short range communication (DSRC) protocol. In this paper, as a precondition the authors assume all the vehicles are equipped with communication devices and they use warning messages passed between them to avoid collision using DSRC protocol. Even the focus of this paper differs significantly from our paper the analysis of communication methods used in this paper was very helpful for us to better learn various vehicular communication protocols. The work of Yang et al [21] Papadimitratos et al [22] and Elbatt et al [23] are the other notable works which have been the useful resources to get ideas about different communication strategies which may be specifically used for implementing VANET solutions in vehicular domain.

Claes et al [24] is another research work which has been an influential factor in our study. In this paper the authors propose an anticipatory vehicle routing solution based on multi-agent systems [25] concepts. The authors evaluate their proposal using a microscopic simulation approach using a comparatively larger traffic region and approximately 25000 vehicles circulating. This paper conceptually differs from our work since it is proposing a general anticipatory routing solution for vehicles, while our paper focus on vehicular rerouting problem after road blocks occur. The concepts and ideas presented in the works of Krajzewicz [26], Behrisch et al [27] and Bieker et al [28] aided us immensely in our study. These papers extensively discuss microscopic vehicular traffic simulation concepts considering larger traffic regions with significant number of vehicles circulating. Also in these papers, the authors specifically targeted the SUMO tool in their use-case evaluations. Since we were also using SUMO simulator as our vehicular traffic simulation platform, these works supported us well. The ideas detailed in the works of Steinbach et al [29], Varga et al [30] and Colesanti et al [31] in the area of network simulation were among the inspiring thoughts which motivated us during our study. In these papers, the authors explain the concepts of network simulation, ad-hoc wireless networks and possible inter-vehicle networking architectural patterns using OMNeT++ discrete event simulation tool. Since we have used OMNeT++ as the network simulation platform in our simulations, these research works were extensively helpful in understanding the concepts. In our study we are coupling network simulation and vehicular traffic simulation using an intermediary interface named Veins framework and we are controlling the re-routing decisions through Veins and clearly segregating the networking layer and traffic simulation layer. The research works presented in the papers of Sommer et al [32], Arelatorri et al [33] and Noori [34] became very useful during our study, since these papers significantly explain the concepts of pairing network simulation and traffic simulation via an intermediary platform and the features available in the Veins framework for this purpose.

Apart from these represented research papers stated above, we feel it is worth to mention few more research works which were helpful for us to understand the general traffic solution concepts. To understand the general concepts of macroscopic, microscopic and mesoscopic simulations, the works of Delis et al [35], Leclercq et al [36], Xiong et al [37], Hermanns et al [38], Balasha et al [39] and Lu et al [40] have been the good reference materials during our study. In these papers the concepts of traffic simulation are well explained according to their purpose and simulation type. The research works of Rakhesh et al [41], Suzumura et al [42] and Wall et al [43] were useful resources to understand the ideas of multi-modal traffic simulation. In these papers, the authors consider the multi-modality of an urban traffic environment when modelling their use-case scenarios. Also the works of Kargl et al [44], Sharef et al [45] and Wong et al [46] in the field of vehicular communication topologies were really useful for us during our study. In these papers, the authors discuss various communication standards and protocols generally used for inter vehicular communication (IVC) interfaces. At last, but not the least the general ideas and concepts detailed in the works of Rakhesh et al [47], Doniec et al [48], Pursula et al [49] and Codeca et al [50] have been the noted inspiration factors for our study. In these papers, the authors present the ideas of how to model the metropolitan traffic scenarios in a simulator environment, define traffic light cycles and phase durations, assign traffic demand, collect the generated output results for analysis, present the results in graphical representations, etc.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed an equilibrating strategy which can be implemented as part of a VANET solution, in order to reroute vehicles efficiently when an accident or roadblock occurs in the traffic region. For experimental purposes, we have selected sample study regions from Colombo and Kandy districts in Sri Lanka. The solution we have designed confirms the VANET design requirement and for evaluation purposes we have used the simulation approach to validate our experiments. We have used OMNeT++ as network simulator, SUMO microscopic simulator for traffic simulation and Veins framework as the
mediating interface between SUMO and OMNeT++. We have performed our trials for both study regions setting rerouting component enabled and disabled as the varying condition while all the other attributes similar during simulations. To analyze the output results, we have selected the trip duration and waiting time of vehicles as quantitative comparison parameters and even vehicle flow as the qualitative comparison metrics. With the results we found out that the trip duration and waiting time of vehicles significantly gets reduced when the rerouting strategy was enabled in the solutions. Also, when rerouting approach was enabled the general traffic flow of vehicles tends to get smoother and more balanced. Hence we can propose that the VANET solution demonstrated in this paper may be used to build an intelligent traffic solution to equipoise an urban traffic scenario, which can better handle road block situations via the proposed rerouting strategy reducing the congestion in the traffic region. With the current solution, we did not consider railway line traffic scenarios, cargo vehicle operations, pedestrian movements and water channel travel options. In the future versions of the solution, we are planning to address these deficits and enhance the solution.
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